Personalised
nutrition on
the go

What is Nutrifix?
Nutrifix is a nutrition app that makes eating healthy
easy.
By taking your age, height, weight and health goals,
Nutrifix will calculate your recommended daily
allowance. It will then get to work locating meals
nearby tailored to your nutritional needs.
Whether you are looking for a grab and go lunch, a
recipe to make for dinner or ordering delivery, Nutrifix
will find the meal your body needs.
We are currently beta testing, launching to the app
store in January 2017.
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Why Nutrifix?
A huge 64% of Brits say they are on a
diet most of time. However it isn't easy,
it takes time and planning which when
living a busy hectic life is difficult. And
with a never ending number of diets to
follow, eating healthy is confusing.
This is exactly why we wanted to
develop Nutrifix, an app that takes away
that stress by encouraging healthy
personalised choices – on the go.
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How does Nutrifix work?
After getting to know you and your
health goals, Nutrifix will recommend
healthy nutritious meals tailored to
your exact nutritional needs; to make,
buy or have delivered
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How did we get here?
Nutrifix started as a direct result
of a problem encountered by its
founder and his clients: the pain
of eating healthy when living a
busy hectic life. In March 2016,
Joel set out to fix the problem
and Nutrifix was born.
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Joel Burgess
Founder & CEO

Mark McPartland
Head of Product

Ruth Tongue
Nutritionist

Formerly head of UK property
at Alshaya, responsible for their
expansion of restaurants in the UK.
A mechanical engineer by training,
with a passion for health and
fitness. art time pe sonal trainer
and training to be a nutrionist.

Over 15 years experience leading
soft are development as Senior
Product Manager at Worley
Parsons. Keen cyclist and athlete.

Qualified nutritionist an
sports scientist with over 10
years experience. Specialist in
online health behaviour change
programs, and food startups.

Contact
Website:
www.nutrifix.co
For all press enquiries please contact:
press@nutrifix.co
For all other enquiries please contact:
help@nutrifix.co
07944 063 947
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